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Abstract –  This short essay wants to look at beat literature through the prism of its utopian objective: 
to be a medium for reciprocal understanding, for the improving of collective awareness, introducing in 
popular feelings the possibility to change the world, transforming its social rules by using new 
technologies as instruments for emancipation. Stating this, the essay shows its inter-dependance with 
former studies produced by the same Author for EBSN, shaped in this non-academic perspective.
To celebrate this third EBSN international conference in Tangiers, the current frame goes to identify 
some special and subterranean knots between Western culture and Islamic world.  To make clear these 
knots, the essay identifies the special link underlying the Western avant-gardes and the medieval 
alchemy and troubador's languages with Arabian sources.
Performing this task, the Author indicates important references into the essay and he offers also his 
personal experience with Islamic world through the poem “Qur'an Thelema”, whose theme is how to 
find a mystical vision making substitution of drugs with natural tools, believing that this is not personal 
pleasure, but a way to create a new kind of people, involved in a cosmopolitan interpretation of life, able 
to interconnect by the new information and communication technologies, ready to create a new social 
intellect. 
The theme of ecstatic vision finds a complementary shot with the other poem the Author will talk here, 
whose title is “The Lady and the Apple”. 



  



  

The common nature of hidden sources is a key to penetrate into that special Niche of Lights (to use an expression 
of Al-Ghazali) or The torch of the prophets  (according to Al-Qudai), to enter into that burial room where the 
secret identity of all spirituality is showed to each philosopher who has been initiated to the minimal 
understanding of what medieval alchemy used to call the elemental minutum mundum.

Coming back to the IT magazine, here happened something extraordinary when, through the reader's post, a 
debate was created about the existence of a possible “forgot prophet of the beat generation”. 

To stay inside the perimeter of these EBSN's works, let me remind that the relevance of IT as source was the core 
matter of the second essay, while the personality of this "forgot prophet" was treated in the first one.

Of course here you won't find what has been already said (this is already into the archives), but a note on 
methodology seems to be important, especially in reason of the choice of a non-academic approach.  It is better to 
make clear that this is not a naive perspective, because there is a strong awareness of the choice. Even the use of a 
syntax not refined is a choice that got deep roots on the tree of literature: not just as idea of non-alignment, but 
with beat expressions as avant-garde movements.

This special links between surrealism and alchemy are well known – even if the debt of alchemy to Islamic culture 
has not been entirely paid.  For present reason, it is interesting to note another line of avant-garde, the one of 
vorticism:  following this last footprint, steps join America to Europe, manifesting tracks of the authentic 
troubador's genius that produced the stilnovo new languages.



  



  

One step forward in the past

The matter of the present essay is not just a self-reflecting theme, but it creates a methodological framework.  
The relation of continuity with former works should be clear: concept as conter-cultural and avant-garde have 
been treated with the aim to show underlying connections between recent and ancient sources.  
Recalling the vortex experience, through the research of Ezra Pound we go to meet the troubador's sources of 
modern poetry, we may go further in this path, meeting the Mediterranean tradition melted with heresy and 
magic (which are in fact the ancient terms for counter-culture and avant-garde).
We won't in any way use words in an approximate shape.  Introducing heresy and magic is given exclusively 
because of the reason that is not possible a good understanding of the roots of the beat attitude without the 
understanding of these special relations with the Southern side of the Mediterranean area.
To qualify this statement, we need to remind that the medieval Europe was a place without a common 
language (as still it is) that was repressed through Inquisition's accuses of heresy, until even the relation with 
the stars was forget.  This is not just a way to tell, but a deep reason which the educational system is not used 
to put in evidence. We are trying to clarify is the statement that since the beginning of the Middle Age all kind 
of books about stars were burned, as they were considered as idolatrous temptations.  It was exclusively 
through the Arab translation made by Ibn Sina and Averroes that the works of the ancient Greeks and 
Egyptians survived.



  

For Ezra Pound
il miglior fabbro

The dedication is drawn from The Divine Comedy, the 14th 
century epic poem by Dante. The Divine Comedy is divided 
into three parts — Inferno, Purgatorio, and Paradiso — 
describing Dante's journey through Hell, Purgatory, and finally 
Paradise. Eliot returns to this poem throughout The Waste 
Land.
Here, the dedication translates as “the better craftsman,” a 
reference to Canto 26 of the Purgatorio. Dante refers to the 
poet Arnault Daniel (here in blue, in a middle age image.  The 
one in red in front of him being Marcabru, another important 
troubador) but Eliot passes the compliment on to Pound, who 
helped edit The Waste Land. Eliot returns to the same canto in 
line 428.



  

After the Islam's golden age, since the reconquista  led by the Normans in 1085, the Spanish Alhambra became a place of hybrid 
culture, with learned European enlightened cooperating with Muslims and Jews with the aim to translate ancient texts.
This ferment allowed the penetration of a first wave of humanism thought in all field of philosophy and science throughout Europe. 
Toledo became the center of the Hispano-Moorish culture, the place where the wise men of the time converged to take part in the 
great work of translation of the Arabic texts, generating what would later be called the Escuela de traductores de Toledo (the core of 
the philosophers of the early enlighteners, then called “Alumbrados”).  Here was drown the set of translation and interpretation of 
classical Coptic texts, recovered from Arabic or Hebrew into Latin and from here penetrating in vulgata  through the popular 
languages of Romance, such as Catalan and Castilian, influencing Langue d'Oc and Langue d'Oeil, coming to the authentic roots of 
the troubador's tree.

Among the works translated, a special place is to be 
given to  Aristotle, emerging from the works of 
Averroes.  This Arabic author was translated into 
Spanish especially by Moshe Yehuda, a close fellow of 
Moses Maimonides, the seed of the so-called "Spanish 
Qabalah" including books (circulating exclusively in 
Hebrew at that time) as Bahir, Zohar and Yetzirah.  Of 
course, the Church was able to manage Aristotle better 
than kabbalistic sources, and this explains why we 
generally know the former but not the last. 



  

Books considered absolutely precious were those who were subject to the mapping of the starry sky and the 
workings of the cosmos. 
The proof of this statement is given by the modern nomenclature  of the brighter stars (like Aldebaran, 
Akrab, Deneb, etc.), that is mainly depending on the Arabic language.
The Escuela became famous after the early work carried out by Johannes Hispaniensis, a Sevillian Jew that 
published astronomical texts in the Arab synthesis "Epitome Totius Astrologiae". This work had a drag 
function, resulting in the arrival of the wise to Toledo from across Europe . Among Italians Gerard of 
Cremona; between the German Hermann the Dalmatian; among the English: Roberto of Retines, Adelard of 
Bath, Alfredo and Daniele Morlay and, of course, Michael Scotus.

The work of Michael Scotus is still today 
considered among the most respected 
translators, because of his work of 
dissemination and improving of the recovery 
from the Arabic nomenclature of the stars that 
came from the Greeks (Aratus, Hipparchus, 
Ptolemy) and in Europe had gone lost in the 
fires of intolerance. 



  

It was for this reason that Frederick II 
wanted Scotus at his court, where he was 
leader of the Scuola Poetica Siciliana 
(although he represents today the forgotten 
eminence).  Among the works of Michael 
Scotus should be mentioned Liber 
introductorius  and the magical and 
astrological book Astrology cum figuris.
Astrology was the cultural category best 
suited to the dialogue with the Eastern side 
of Mediterranean and with the Arabic world, 
something that the Hohenstaufen's emperor 
strongly wanted.  From this will depends 
some consequences still fundamental, such as 
the introduction of the Arabic numerals and 
the zero in the West (especially through the 
work of Leonardo Fibonacci, another 
exponent of the Scuola). 



  

Two steps forward in the future

Deep sources are influential on 
modern thought in reason of several 
dependences. Some hidden prophets 
of the beat generation were 
completely melted with Arabian 
atmosphere, so that they went there 
with the clear purpose of getting 
mystical experience.  
In The Dailymail, 21 April 2008, 
Steve Turner wrote: «In the Sixties, 
Morocco was to the Rolling Stones 
what India was to The Beatles. 

Whereas the Fab Four were inspired by the possibility of reaching a state of bliss, Mick Jagger, Brian Jones, Keith 
Richards and their entourage were enticed by the prospect of danger, magic and the primeval (…) It was here that 
Brian Jones first heard the fusion of Berber, African and Arabic music.  American novelist Jay McInerney once said 
of Paul Bowles, acclaimed author of The Sheltering Sky, that he 'associated Morocco with the anarchic forces of the 
unconscious'.»



  

Brion Gysin, the painter and photographer, with his friend 
Mohamed Hamri  who was the cook, in 1954 opened in 
Tangier a restaurant called The 1001 Nights. They organized 
music performances of the Master Musicians of Jajouka, that 
included acrobats, a dancing boy and fire eaters.
William S. Burroughs and Paul Bowles were part of the 
international dimension of this very special place. The 
restaurant closed in 1958, but its myth continued for time to 
exercise attraction.   

Jajouka is a nowhere place.  Isn't marked on maps and 
there are no signposts. Following Tunrner's description: 
«Until recently there was no passable road up the 
mountainside – visitors had to park their cars and make 
the final climb by mule. There's a track of sorts now but 
it's strewn with rocks.  Jajouka is a scattering of white-
walled houses with corrugated-tin roofs. (…) Bashir's 
home, the HQ of the Master Musicians, is where Mick 
Jagger came to visit. In the middle distance is the dark 
entrance to the cave where local myth has it that the gift of 
music was handed to Bashir's ancestors by a half-man, 
half-goat known as Bou Jeloud.»

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohamed_Hamri%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Master_Musicians_of_Jajouka%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank


  

Western world has a debt 
towards Maghreb's hypnotic 
atmospheres.  The better way 
to pay this debt is to seal it into 
the incommunicable, to avoid 
some supermarket's futility. 
Instead, the theme is how to 
create an intermediate relation 
with Maghreb's culture, trying 
to beat the resonance.

Throughout this perspective, 
allow me to present some 
documents that we published 
as organizations involved in 
corroborating the process of 
reciprocal understanding and 
dialogue, starting from deep 
sources to come to 
contemporary time.



  

The first work we want to show is our magazine 
EUR/OPEN, whose aim is to create an European 
open sphere of debate, and focuses on the exchange 
of literary documents as attractive tool to create 
interaction and reflection and work at distance. We 
are going to publish nr. 3, which is focused on the 
theme of the literary witness of the "Arab spring", 
with some transnational contributes which includes 
texts from Turkey (Sevgi Űrum), Egypt (Jaylan 
Salman) and Chile (Barbara Beatriz Fuentez 
Muňoz). We are now preparing nr. 4, that will be 
focused on the dialectic between free verse and 
metric in poetry, that will be a key to explore the 
early troubador's sources here mentioned, with the 
aim to give hospitality to contributes from Greece, 
Ireland, Morocco and India and of the Italian 
Literary Society "Dante Alighieri".



  

The second is the book 
"Qur'an Thelema", a 
poem accompanied by 
an important 
commentary which takes 
unto consideration 
suggestions coming to 
consciousness from 
Koranic source and 
Western tradition, where 
psychedelic culture 
meets ecstatic dimension 
(in the material side), 
with full evidence of the 
continuity of both 
traditions and several 
knots (like the golden 
chains of Sufi's, on the 
spiritual side), that made 
Western and Eastern 
culture deeply 
intertwined.



  

As you  can,
speak.

As you want, 
spell.

As you like, 
tell.

Speak, spell and tell:
This is how slang spreads;
this is how speech flows.
It may seem sometimes 

life doesn't care 
too much
for rules

fill your cup with
beat, jazz and blues
speak, spell and tell
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